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Abstract A non-autonomous sub-Riemannian problem is considered: Since periodicity 
with respect to the independent variable is assumed, one can define the averaged 
problem. In the case of the minimization of the energy, the averaged Hamil-
tonian remains quadratic in the adjoint variable. When it is non-degenerate, a 
Riemannian problem and the corresponding metric can be uniquely associated 
to the averaged problem modulo the orthogonal group of the quadratic form. 
The analysis is applied to the controlled Kepler equation. Explicit computations 
provide the averaged Hamiltonian of the Kepler motion in the three-dimensional 
case. The Riemannian metric is given, and the curvature of a special subsytem 
is evaluated. 
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Introduction 
An elementary generalization of sub-Riemannian problems [6] is to take 

time-dependent vector fields: Instead of a linear in the control dynamics 

m 

i= l 

where the / / s generate a smooth distribution on the ambient manifold X of 
dimension n,n >m, one considers vector fields fi(9, x), periodic with respect 
to the additional variable 9. The dynamics of 9 is known so that, up to a 
reparameterization of time, this amounts to dealing with non-autonomous vector 
fields. An approximation of the system is then provided by the averaged system: 
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Each vector field is averaged with respect to 9 over a period. This approach 
is well known in optimal control, see [7] and [13], where the variable 9 is 
regarded as the fast angular variable. Its application in celestial mechanics 
traces back to [ 12], and more recently to [8] in the case of orbit transfer problems 
with low thrust propulsion. Our aim is to analyze this problem, that is to 
contribute to the study of the controlled Kepler equation by means of averaging 
techniques initiated in [9]. The motivation is that the trajectories of the averaged 
system approximate those of the original problem which can only be computed 
numerically [5]. 

The first section is devoted to periodic sub-Riemannian problems in the pre
vious sense. Since the averaging is performed on the Hamiltonian associated 
to the problem of minimization of the energy, we recall Pontryagin maximum 
principle before stating basic properties of the averaged Hamiltonian. The sec
ond section deals with the Riemannian structure defined by this Hamiltonian: 
When the quadratic form is non-degenerate on the cotangent bundle, a Rieman
nian metric can be canonically associated to the averaged problem modulo the 
action of the orthogonal group of the quadratic form. In the last section, we 
apply this approach to the controlled Kepler equation: The averaged Hamilto
nian for minimum energy is explicitly computed in the three dimensional case, 
thus extending the results of [9]. Using an adapted change of coordinates, the 
metric corresponding to the two-dimensional problem is given in orthogonal 
form. As a first result in this Riemannian setting, the curvature of minimum 
energy transfers towards circular orbits is computed. 

1. Periodic sub-Riemannian problems 

Let X be an n-dimensional manifold, and let fi{9, x),i = l,m, be smooth 
vector fields parameterized by 9 in S^, 

M9,x)enx, 9eS\xeX. 

The corresponding periodic sub-Riemannian dynamics is defined by 

m 

X - Y.^ih{9,x) (1) 
i = l 

9 = gQ{9,x)+9i{9,x,u). (2) 

The two functions go and gi are smooth, g^ positive, and gi is assumed to be 
linear in u. The broader class of sub-Riemannian systems with drift [5] may 
provide examples of such dynamics. Indeed, if i; = /o(a;) -I- Yl^i Uifi{x) with 
/o = 9od/dxn, the system falls into the previous class with 9 = Xn provided 
periodicity of the / / s with respect to x„ holds. As shall be stated in section 3, 
this is indeed the case for the controlled Kepler equation. 
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Standard performance indexes for (1-2) are minimum time, minimum length, 

tiiP + • • • + \um\'^ dt —> min 

ui\^ + • • • + \umn dt 

or mmimum energy : 

/ • * / 

Jo 

For the problem to malce sense, one usually has to add a bound constraint on 
the control, |-ul < e. The choice of the finite- dimensional norm |.| is of course 
crucial (the control set may not even be smooth). Since Maupertuis' principle 
does not hold here, minimizing the length—that is the L^-norm of the control— 
may give rise to intricate optimal control problems (see for instance [10] in the 
case of Kepler equation). We focus here on the minimization of the energy, that 
is on the optimization of the L^-norm of the control, the final time being fixed. 
In this particular case, we first relax the problem by dropping the bound on the 
control. Indeed, the underlying idea is that, for a given positive e, the constraint 
will be automatically fulfilled for a big enough fixed final time. Hence, treating 
the control as a small quantity, it is natural to do the feedback u — ev and to 
reparameterize the trajectories by 6: 

dx 

d0 gQ{9,x) +sgi{9,x,v) ^^^ 

The criterion becomes 

Y2vifi{9,x). 

e^CiW' 00 ^ ' go{9,x)+egi{e,x,v) 

and Pontryagin maximum principle tells us that optimal trajectories are projec
tion on X of the integral curves of the following Hamiltonian defined on the 
cotangent bundle T*X: 

Hie,x,p,v)^ / —-lp°6\v\^ + f^ViP^{e,x,p)]. 
go{9,x) +egi{9,x,v) \ fr{ J 

Here before, p" is a nonpositive constant, p is the adjoint state to x and be
longs to the cotangent space T*X, and the Pi's are the Poincare coordinates or 
Hamiltonian lifts of the vector fields, 

Pi{9,x,p) = {p,f^{9,x)), i = l ,m. 

We consider the so-called normal case, p° negative: For obvious homogeneity 
reasons, we use the normalization p° = —1/2£. Consequently, up to first order 
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in e, we have the following approximation of H: 

Hie,x,p,v) = —(1-£51/90 +•••)-ol^^l^ + I]^'-Pi(^'^'^) 

1 | ,2 J2v^Pi{0,x,p)] +o{e) 
9oix,0) \ 2 

According to the maximum principle, the optimal control maximizes H so the 
maximized first order approximation of the Hamiltonian, which we still denote 
H, is the true^ Hamiltonian function 

-. m 

250(3;, 61) ^ 

where, for the sake of simplicity, we have dropped the multiplicative factor e. 
This Hamiltonian is clearly invariant with respect to feedbacks v = R{9, x)v', 
R{e,x)mSO{m). 

The averaged Hamiltonian is 

— 1 /•2'^ 
H{x,p) = ~- H{9,x,p)de. 

^TT J o 

Under mild assumptions, the integral curves of the averaged system converge 
uniformly towards those of the original system, see for instance [1, chap. 10]. 
The function H{9, x, p) is a non-negative quadratic form in p, possibly degen
erate, with coefficients parameterized respectively by 9 and x. We denote by 
10(9, x) this form. Since the integral is positive and linear, the following holds. 

LEMMA 1 The averaged Hamiltonian also defines a non-negative quadratic 
form in p, denoted by w{x). Moreover, 

Kevw{x)= P I Kexw{9,x). 

According to this lemma, we can only expect the rank to increase. An 
interpretation is that the oscillations of the, fast variable 9 generate new control 
directions, namely brackets of the original vector fields. We will assume in the 
sequel that w{x) is non- degenerate. 

2. Riemannian structure of the averaged problem 
Let lu be a smooth function on X such that, for any point x, w{x) defines a 

positive definite quadratic form on the fiber T*X. Then, w can be represented by 
its polar form which is a two-times covariant symmetric tensor. In coordinates, 

m fi r) 
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The matrix W{x) = {wij{x))ij belongs to the cone of real positive definite 
symmetric matrices, Sym^(n, R) . This tensor defines a Riemannian structure 
[11] on the fiber space T*X. The question is: Does it arise from a Riemannian 
problem on XI That is, is the Hamiltonian H{x,p) = 1/2 J27!j=i ii^ij{^)PiPj 
associated with a control problem 

t 
(|^il|^ H h l^nM dt -^ min 

and X = uifi{x) + • • • + Unfn{x) (where there are m = n vector fields and 
controls)? Now, the answer is obviously positive since one has just to write H 
as a sum of squares, usingachangeof adjoint variable of the type p = q*A{x), 

1 " 
H{x,p) = --Y^Pf{x,p) 

with Pi{x,p) = {p, fi{x)) (the last equalities defining so the /i 's). Indeed, the 
Hamiltonian is a quadratic form in p parameterized by x, so it can be written 
as a sum of independent linear forms in p, using for instance Gauss algorithm. 
To this end, let us recall the (right) action of the linear group GL(n, R) on 
Sym_(„(n, R) . For A in GL(n, R) , one defines 

A-M = *AMA, M e Sym+(n,R). 

Given M in Sym+(n, R) , we look for A such that A • M = I: The relevant 
set is hence the set of M-orthonormal matrices. The isotropy group of M is 
the orthogonal group 0 ( M ) of matrices O such that 

^OMO = M. 

Therefore, two matrices A and B are both M-orthogonal if and only if i3~^ • 
{A-M) = ( A B - i ) - M = M,that is i fAS^i belongs to 0 ( M ) . ThesetofM-
orthonormal matrices is thus in one-to-one correspondance with the orthogonal 
group, and M is diagonalized to identity by a unique element of the quotient 
s e tGL(n ,R) /0 (M) . 

Let now 0{w{x)) be the orthogonal group generated by the quadratic form 
w{x), and let A{x) be in GL(n, 'R)/0{w{x)): The Hamiltonian writes 

H{x,p) = \\q\^ = \\p'A{xr^\^ 

and comes from the Riemannian problem with dynamics x = ^A{x)~^u. 
Eventually, |up is equal to |*/l(a;)i;|^ and the Riemannian metric is ds^ = 
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Yli'j=i9ijdxidxj where G{x) = {gij{x))ij is the positive definite symmetric 
matrix {A*A){x). The following proposition summarizes the computations. 

Proposition 1 The Riemannian metric associated to the Riemannian structure 
on the cotangent bundle is unique modulo the action on positive definite sym
metric matrices of the quadratic form defining the structure. 

Proof Let M be a positive definite symmetric matrix. If both A and B are 
M-orthonormal, there is O in 0 ( M ) such that A = OB. Then A*A=0 • (5*5) 
for the (left) action of 0 ( M ) on Sym+(n, R) , O • y = OY^O, and A^A and 
B*i3 belong to the same orbit. D 

We end this section by recalling the effect of a change of variables in X 
on the tensor w. Indeed, it is not realistic to look for coordinates that would 
trivialize w to Y17=i{^/'^Vi)'^ since then, the associated metric would be flat. 
A less strong requirement may be to find such coordinates that diagonalize the 
quadratic form. 

In this case, the associated metric on X is orthogonal [2], 

Given M in Sym_|_(n, R) , this amounts to finding M-orthogonal matrices. 
As a consequence of Sylvester's law of inertia, two matrices A and B are M-
orthogonal if and only if there is a scaling, that is an element of (R!^)" (defining 
a diagonal matrix S with positive entries), such that S • {A- M) = B • M. In 
other words, M-orthogonal matrices are in one-to-one correspondance with 
elements of the direct product 0 ( M ) x (R^)" . 

If X = (/5(y) is a change of coordinates on X, the new adjoint state q and 
tensor matrix U verify: 

p = qd^ivr^, Wix) = 'd^{y) • U{y). (4) 

Accordingly, one gets an orthogonal metric on X if and only if ip is such that 
d(p is [W o (/p)"^-orthogonal. As we shall see now in the last section, it turns 
out that such a change of coordinates is available in the Kepler case. 

3. Application to the controlled Kepler equation 
We briefly state the control problem, see for instance [5] for a detailed ex

position. The Kepler equation describes the motion of a body in a central field 
and can be normalized to 

^ , 
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where '-̂ '̂  1911̂  + 192̂  + 9 r — l^iT + I92r + 1931". Q being the position vector in R and 7 the 
control. Several sets of coordinates describing the geometry of the osculating 
conic are available. The dynamics also depends on the local frame chosen to ex
press the control. In contrast with [8, 9] where the so-called tangential-normal 
frame is used, we use the feedback-invariance of the maximized Hamiltonian 
and prefer to write down the equations in the radial-orthoradial frame for rea
sons that will be made clear in the next paragraph: 7 = uifi + U2/2 + W3/3 
with / i = q/\q\, /2 = /s x / i and f3 = qx q/\q x q\- The state is described 
by five equinoctial elements, for instance x = (P, e, h) where P is the semi-
latus rectum, e = (e^;, Cy) the eccentricity vector, h = {hx, hy) the inclination 
vector, and by an angle, the true longitude I. We restrict the problem to the 
manifold X of elliptic trajectories, 

X = {(P, e, /i) I P > 0 and |e| < 1} 

so that the vector fields are smooth on 5^ x X and define a periodic sub-
Riemannian problem as in section 34: 

/ i = V P sin^^ cos/-— 

/2 = V P 

h = 

where 

2P d ( , (^x +cosi 

dtx 
sinZ 4-

W 

sin / \ d 

de,, 

W 
y d y d Ccosl d 

^ dcx ^ dcy 2 dhx 

C sin / d 

W = 1 + Cx cos I + By sin / 

Z — hx sin I — hy cos I 

C = l + |/l|2. 

The variation of the angle isl = gQ{l,x) -{- gi{l,x,u) with 

50 = p3/2 91 
^Z 

An important remark is that, because there is some decoupling between these 
vector fields, the two-dimensional Kepler problem is obtained by letting /i = 0 
in the previous equations. We start with the computation on this subproblem. 

Applying the process described in section 34, one gets the maximized first 
order approximation of the Hamiltonian, H — (P^ + P^)/2 with 

p5/4 
P i = -777- {Pe^ s i n / - Pey cos I) 

P 2 -

W 
p5/4 2P 

COS I 
Cx + cos I 

w Pey sin/-f 
• s i n / 

W 
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Hence, the computation of the averaged has the complexity of integrating terms 
of the form P{cosl,&\nl)/W^, where P is a polynomial and k and integer 
comprised between 2 and 4. Since 

2̂^ P(cos; ,sin/) f P{z/2 + l/2z,z/2i-^l/2iz)dz 

W^ Js^ W^ iz 
the averaged is evaluated by computing the residues of the integrands. Since 
W = {ez^ + 2z + e)/2z (we use the complex eccentricity e = Cx + iCy), we 
have two poles, 

e 
The product of the poles is e/e so it has modulus one, and zi = ( - 1 — 
A/1 — |ep)/e clearly does not belong to the unit disk: The only pole to con
sider is ̂ 2 = (—1 + - /1 — |ep)/e. Incontrast, if one uses the tangential-normal 
frame as in [9], W is replaced by W(l + 2ex cos / -|- 2ey sin / -|- |ep), and two 
poles among the four are to be taken into account. 

An inspection of the Hamiltonian shows that the following averages have to 
be computed, for which we give the results: 

1/1^2 

COS l/W^ = -36x5^/2 sinl/W^ = ~3ey5^/2 

cos2VW3 = S^/2 + 3el5y2 sin'^ l/W^ = 5'^/2 + 3el5^/2 
coslsinl/W^ = 3exey5^/2 

l/W^ = (2 + 3ie|2)572 
cos//P^4 ^ _e^(4+|e |2)57/2 sml/W^ = -^ey{'i+\e\'^)5y2 

cos2;/Ty4 = 5^/2+ ^615^2 sin^l/W^ = 5^/2 + bel5y2 

'coslsml/W^ = ^exey5y2 

with 5 = 1/v^l — |e|2. Substituing these expressions, we get the averaged 
Hamiltonian 

pb/2 

4(1 - |e|2)5/2 
4rj2 P2 r •̂  1 ^ ^ 

r^^ l i-\e\y 
PI^ (5(1 - |e|2) + e2) + PI^ (5(1 - |e|2) + ^ 

20pppe^Pex - 20ppPeyPey - 2pe^Pey 

At this point, we take advantage of the computation in [9] and make the 
following change of variables: 

p _ 1 - P ^ 
„2/3 
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Cx ~ P COS t) ^y ~ P sm U 

where n is the so-called mean movement [14]. Using 4), we obtain 

1 
H 

4^5/3 

Up to a scalar, this is the result that was obtained by symbolic machine com
putation in [9]. However, the complexity of the computation did not allow the 
authors to tackle the three-dimensional problem whereas we shall be able to 
do so, here. Let us write before the Riemannian metric of the two-dimensional 
Kepler problem in orthogonal form: 

ds^ 
9nV3 

dn^ + 
5 ( 1 - p 2 ) 

dp^ 5 - 4 p 2 p^d9\ 

The three-dimensional case has the same complexity: Indeed, the Hamilto-
nian is H = (Pf + p2 _̂  p2y2 with 

Ps 
p5/4 

-Zpe^Cy + ZpeyC:, + C/2ph^ COS/ + C/2phy sin 

and Pi, P2 unchanged. Hence, the previous averaging computations allow us to 
conclude: Extending the change of coordinates to h according Xohx = o cos fi, 
hy — a sin Q, we get 

H 
1 

IM'pi + 5(1 - p ^ K + (5 - 4p-

+ 

4^5/3 ^ 
1 ( l + a 2 ) 2 i + 4p2 

4^5/3 4 1 __ p2 

1 ( l + a 2 ) 2 

cos wpo- + sm oj 
VmY 

a 

4^5/3 sm Loprj + cos LO 
PmY 

where w = 0 — fi is the angfe of the pericenter and where 

2C72 

Pen 7-—oP" + P " -
1 -|- cr̂  

We conclude the exposition by a preliminary computation of curvature. In 
the two-dimensional case, one can restrict the metric to {0 — Q}. The associated 
trajectories are, for instance, those reaching a circular orbit. On this submanif old 
of dimension two, the metric is 

ds^ 
1 

dn^ 
2n5/3 

5(1 - p^) 
dp^ 
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and the following holds. 

Proposition 2 The curvature is zero. 

Proof. In orthogonal coordinates, the Gaussian curvature is 

d ( I dgii\ d ( 1 dg22 
K 

2^/ff dn \y/g dn j dp \y/g dp 

with g ~ giig22, whence the result. D 

As a result, the metric is locally isomorphic to ds^ = dx"^ + dy^. Actually, 
we prove in [3] that the result is global and that we can find coordinates in 
which the two-dimensional subsystem is flat. The insight on the control of the 
Kepler equation provided by this Riemannian point of view will be developed 
in forthcoming papers. See for instance [4] for a preliminary evaluation of 
Riemannian balls of the two-dimensional Kepler motion. 

Notes 
1. True in the sense that it is not parameterized by the control anymore. 
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